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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 I am Dr David Stewart Hickie, Principal Consultant of David Hickie 

Associates, a heritage consultancy of Arlington House, 7 Hunters Walk, 

Witherley, Atherstone, Warwickshire, CV9 3SU. ‘Heritage Matters’ is an 

Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC) Quality Assured 

Company. 

 

1.2 The evidence which I have prepared and provide for this appeal is true 

and has been prepared and is given in accordance with the guidance of my 

professional institution and I confirm that the opinions expressed are my true 

and professional opinions. 

 

1.3 I am a national specialist in the field of heritage management and planning.  

I regularly act as an expert witness on heritage and landscape matters at 

Planning Appeals and in the High Court. I was formerly Assistant Regional 

Director of English Heritage (now known as Historic England) where I led a 

team of Historic Building Inspectors, Historic Area Advisors and Ancient 

Monument Inspectors providing expert advice across the Region. This 

included providing expert advice and training for all the Local Authority 

Conservation Officers within the Region. I was responsible for advising the 

Secretary of State on which planning applications should be ‘called in’ on 

heritage matters within the West Midlands Region; and, contributing to 

national heritage guidance documents and policy.  I am now the Managing 

Director and Principal Consultant for Heritage Matters, an independent 

specialist heritage consultancy. 

 

1.4 I have been commissioned by Rode Parish Council to provide expert 

opinion to help quantify the heritage impact of the development proposals. 

 

Site Visit 
1.5 I have visited the site on Friday 20th August 2021 and have walked around 

the site and local area. 

 

Disclosure of Interests  
1.6 I have no connection with any of the parties or advisers involved in the 

case. 
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

2.1 Contrary to the Appellants assertion that “...the proposals will not 

result in harm to the significance of these heritage assets via change within the 

setting of [Merfield House, Coach House; 2 High Street; Meyfield House 

and Mill; the conservation area; and, Meyfield Lodge]”, - I consider 

there will be extensive adverse harm to these heritage assets (with the 

exception of the Coach House). 

2.2 My independent heritage assessment leads me to concur with the 

Council’s  conclusion, that the development would create “...less than 

substantial harm (at the medium end of the scale) to the setting of designated 

heritage assets, including the nationally important Merfield House (Grade II*), 

Rode Conservation Area and Merfield Lodge.” , and in the case of Meyfield 

House it is my professional opinion that it is slightly higher at the upper 

end of the scale. 

 

2.3 In summary, the proposed housing development would lead to 

adverse heritage harm which is not outweighed by public benefit or 

mitigation, and should not be approved.  
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3. HERITAGE ASSESSMENT OF SITE  

 

Existing Heritage Environment 

 
Listed Buildings  

3.1 The figure below shows that there are a number of listed buildings 

nearby, but the four closest and most relevant to this assessment are 

numbered 1 to 4 in red.  

 
Figure 1: Historic England Listed Building Search Online Map 
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Figure 2: Historic England Listed Building Search Online Map 
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Historic England Listing Text 
 

1] MERFIELD HOUSE 

 
Figure 3: View of Merfield House from the West 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building 

Grade: II* 

List Entry Number: 1345393 

Date first listed: 11-Mar-1968 

Statutory Address: MERFIELD HOUSE, STRAIGHT LANE 

 

Details 

ST75SE RODE CP STRAIGHT LANE (East side) 

4/423 Merfield House 

11.3.68 

GV II* 

Country House, c 1810 for Node family. Brick construction, ashlar 

frontage, moulded cornices, plain parapets with copings, hipped slate 

roof, 3 ashlar stacks with moulded caps. Symmetrical garden front of 

three units, 3 storey semi-circular bowed centre of 3 bays, 2-storey 

single bay wing to each side; panelled corner pilasters to each side and 

between the units; sash windows with glazing bars, tall 3-light 

casement windows with marginal lights to ground floor of centre 3 

bays; plain first floor band. Door opening in left return of 3 bays, 

paired half-glazed doors with marginal lights; single storey projecting 

flat-roofed ashlar porch, pair of Grecian columns supporting an 

entablature with triglyphs and a moulded cornice. Interior retains 

many original features including much decorative plaster work, 

particularly to stair well where the cornice is decorated with triglyphs 

and guttae; the external bow of the centre 3 bays is reflected in a 

corresponding curve to the rear walls of the centre rooms of the house 

on the first and ground floors. 
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2] FORMER COACH HOUSE AND ATTACHED WALLING, 

12 METRES TO SOUTH EAST OF MERFIELD HOUSE 
Figure 4: View of Former Coach House from the East 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building 

Grade: II 

List Entry Number: 1175717 

Date first listed: 11-Mar-1968 

 

Details 

ST75SE RODE CP STRAIGHT LANE 

4/424 Former Coach house and attached walling, 12 metres to South 

East of Merfield House 11.3.68 

GV II 

Former coach house, now 2 flats. Circa 1810. Coursed and squared 

rubble with some ashlar, hipped slate roof, ashlar end pilasters and a 

pilaster between each bay. Symmetrical, 2 storeys, 3 bays, 3 oval 

windows to first floor in plain stone surrounds, each with decorative 

glazing bars forming lozenge shaped lights; 2 semi-circular headed 

windows to ground floor in plain surrounds with emphasised key 

stones, casements; plain stone band at first floor level. Broad 

segmental headed door opening in plain stone surround with keystone 

to centre of ground floor, paired plank doors. Ashlar wall 3 metres 

high with dressd coping extends 12 metres at right angles to left side 

of frontage, pair of tall square ashlar gate piers with plain caps, 
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3] 2, HIGH STREET 

 
Figure 5: View of 2 High Street from the South 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building 

Grade: II 

List Entry Number: 1175285 

Date first listed: 16-Nov-1984 

Statutory Address: 2, HIGH STREET 

 

Details 

ST8053 RODE CP HIGH STREET (South East side) 

13/378 No 2 

GV II 

House. Early C19. Coursed and squared rubble, dressed quoins, 

coped verges, slate roof, ashlar end stacks with moulded caps. 

Symmetrical frontage. 2 storeys, 3 bays, 16-pane sash windows in 

plain stone surrounds. Central door opening in a chamfered stone 

surround, 6-panelled door, top 2 panels glazed, moulded slab hood on 

shaped stone brackets. Panelled window shutters to front ground floor 

openings. 
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4] MAYFIELD HOUSE AND ATTACHED MILL TO RIGHT 

 
Figure 6: View of Mayfield House and Mill from the West 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overview 

Heritage Category: Listed Building 

Grade: II 

List Entry Number: 1058089 

Date first listed: 16-Nov-1984 

Statutory Address: MAYFIELD HOUSE AND ATTACHED MILL TO 

RIGHT, 4, HIGH STREET 

 

Details 

ST8053 RODE CP HIGH STREET (South East side) 

13/379 No 4 (Mayfield House) and attached mill to right 11.3.68 

GV II 

House and attached mill. Late C18 house, mill early C19. House 

rendered, end pilasters, moulded cornice and parapet, slate roof, 

coped verge, end ashlar ridge stack to left. Symmetrical frontage. 2 

storeys, 5 bays, narrow 6-pane sash windows in plain stone 

architraves. Central door opening in a bead-moulded stone surround, 

mid C19 six-panelled door with a panelled transom above, panelled 

reveals; mid C19 flat roofed projecting porch, single segmental 

headed opening to front and to each side with emphasised keystone, 

moulded cornice and a parapet overall. Plain band at first floor level. 

Mill to right rendered, double-Roman tile roof, brick stack to left. 

Three storeys, 5 bays, 2-light mullioned windows, each light with a 

segmental head, a 15-pane casement to each. Door opening in a 

segmental headed stone surround to right of first floor, plank door; 2 

door openings to ground floor, that to left in a segmental headed stone 

surround with an emphasised keystone, plank door with diagonal 

plank decoration; to right broad opening, similar sliding door in 4 

sections.  
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Merfield Lodge – Unlisted Heritage Asset 
Figure 7: Historic View of Merfield Lodge and Gates from the Northeast 
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Figure 8: Current Day View Merfield Lodge Gates and Gatehouse from the Northeast – 
with proposed development behind on the skyline 
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Figure 9: View of Copper Wire Cable recently excavated in the Rear of Merfield Lodge 
– highly likely to be a remnant of the electric cable connection from the Main House 
to the Lodge to signal request for opening of the gates  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Current View of former Cable clamp on side of house for electric bell 
connection 
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Figure 11: Panoramic View (West to North) of view from the current entrance drive up 
to Grade II* Merfield House – this rural open field would disappear if the Proposed 
Development were approved 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  Merfield Lodge  (Gatehouse) 
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Rode Conservation Area 
Figure 12: Extract from Rode Conservation Area Appraisal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 1: Extract from Rode Conservation Area Appraisal  

7.25 Contribution of unlisted buildings. 

Despite the high density of Listed Buildings, there are a number of unlisted 
buildings that are either of visual quality or have group value, or both. These 
include: 

..... 

The Lodge to Merfield House, a heady 19th-century brew of Victorian Italianate, 
coursed and squared Bath Stone and ashlar dressings, round-headed windows, 
expressed quoins and keystones, a bold end chimney and a porch on square piers, 
together with a pair of splendid rusticated and ball-finialed gate piers and a 
sturdy wall at either side, ramped up to the piers (there is a modern extension to 
the rear); 

....... 

Conservation Area Appraisal pp31-32 
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Figure 13: View from The Mead to the North Across the Proposed Field to be 
developed. The field provides an importance open countryside edge to this part of the 
Conservation Area. A view enjoyed by walkers walking towards Rockabella Path 
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Figure 14: Typical Summer-time Glimpse View of the Open Countryside experienced 
by Walkers along the High Street and Straight Lane  - across the field to be developed   
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Historic Setting of Grade II* Merfield House 
Figure 15: OS Map 1886 – showing Original Setting of Grade II* Merfield House (1810) 
and the designed long distance rural views of the ‘picturesque landscape’ and ‘estate’, 
gained once you pass through the grand Entrance Gates (and Merfield Lodge), and up 
the carriageway to the Main House 
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Figure 16: Current Panoramic view across the Site – showing location of Carriageway 
Drive and the importance of Views out Across the Field to the wider countryside on 
arrival to the Main House 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Importance of the Field within this Grade II* Setting  
3.2 Historically this field has provided visitors to this grand house with views 

of the estate as they drove up to the main house. The ‘new’ Carriageway was 

purposely built to the western side of the hedge-lined lane from the centre of 

Rode, to provide the visitor with the clear uninterrupted views of the 

countryside and to provide the appropriate ‘sense of arrival’ at the grand 

house within a ‘picturesque landscape’. Access via the existing lane with 

hedgerow either side negated this experience. 

3.3 Currently this field is still important as it is part of the immediate heritage 

setting of this Grade II* listed house. The setting (defined by Historic England 

as the area where the heritage asset is ‘experienced’ and not just seen) is one 

where the house is set in grounds which are surrounded by countryside. It is 

a truly rural location. It is not an edge of settlement or edge of town location 

– because of this field. This ‘rural/countryside’ setting is a key component of 

how the visitor and/or passer-by experiences this importance heritage asset. 
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Figure 17: Current view of the driveway sweeping up to the Main House 
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Figure 18: Current view across the Proposed Site – showing it is both plainly visible 
from the Merfield House driveway and is clearly within the immediate rural setting of 
the Grade II* listed House 
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Figure 19: View from Grade II* Merfield House looking westwards – showing its 
splendid ‘County House’ setting – and the importance of the surrounding countryside  
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Current Settings of Nearby Listed Buildings 
Figure 20: Extent of Current Settings for Four Listed Houses Adjacent to the Site – with 
Key Views in Red 
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4.0 Proposals 
Figure 21: Extract from Appellant’s State of Case - Fig 4. Illustrative Proposed Site Plan 
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Figure 22: Location of Site Relative to nearby Listed Building Settings and Key Views 
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5.0 ASSESSMENT OF HERITAGE 

IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT 

Heritage Issues 
5.1 The key heritage issues are: will the proposed development adversely 

affect the heritage significance of the Grade II* Listed Building, the adjacent 

Grade II listed buildings, their settings, and the character and appearance of 

the conservation area. 

 
Evaluation of Significance of Impacts of Change  
 
Table 1 Matrix showing evaluation of Heritage value against Magnitude of the Impact 
of the Change - based on ICOMOS (2011) and IHBC approved BS 7913:2013 guidance 
(2013) 

 

 

 

 

Assessment Methodology 
5.2 This evaluation has followed the standard IHBC methodology of 

assessing the heritage value of the elements proposed to be changed and 

assessed the magnitude of the impact of the change - which then provides an 

assessment of the significance of these changes. 
 

 

 

  

Heritage 

Value 

 

 

 

Very High Beneficial Neutral Slight Moderate/ 

Large 

Large/ 

Very Large 

Very 

Large 

High Beneficial Neutral Slight Slight/ 

Moderate 

Moderate/ Large Large/ Very 

Large 

Medium Beneficial Neutral Neutral/ 

Slight 

Slight Moderate Moderate/ 

Large 

Low Beneficial Neutral Neutral/ 

Slight 

Neutral/ 

Slight 

Slight Slight/ 

Moderate 

Negligible Beneficial Neutral Neutral Neutral/ 

Slight 

Neutral/ 

Slight 

Slight 

Detrimental Beneficial Neutral Beneficial Beneficial Beneficial Beneficial 

  Beneficial No change Negligible Minor Moderate Major 

                     Magnitude of Impact of Change 
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Heritage Value Definitions 
Table 2: Heritage Value and Impact Definitions based on ICOMOS (2011) Guidance 

Value Grading Built Heritage 

Very High Buildings or structures of recognised/designated value that 
have internationally important architectural features and fabric 
(aesthetic value); and/or internationally important meaning to 
people (communal value); and/or internationally important 
potential to yield evidence from the past (evidential value); 
and/or internationally important associations (historic value).  

High Historic buildings or structures of recognised/designated value  
(e.g. Grade I and II*) that have nationally important 
architectural features and fabric (aesthetic value); and/or 
nationally important meaning to people (communal value);  
and/or nationally important potential to yield evidence from 
the past (evidential value); and/or nationally important 
associations (historic value). Important architectural features 
and/or layout that contribute directly to the heritage 
significance of the designated asset. Architectural features 
and/or layout that directly contribute and/or in their own 
right to the national heritage significance of the designated 
asset.     

Medium Historic buildings or structures of nationally designated value 
(e.g. Grade II) that have important architectural features and 
fabric (aesthetic value);  and/or important meaning to people 
(communal value); and/or important potential to yield 
evidence from the past (evidential value); and/or important 
associations (historic value). Architectural features and/or 
layout that contribute directly to the national heritage 
significance of the designated asset, inc. lesser features of Grade 
II*.   

Low Historic buildings or structures of recognised/designated local 
value that have locally important architectural features and 
fabric (aesthetic value); and/or locally important meaning to 
people (communal value); and/or locally important potential 
to yield evidence from the past (evidential value); and/or 
locally important associations (historic value). Architectural 
features and/or layout that do not directly contribute to the 
national heritage significance of the designated asset.   

Negligible Historic buildings, structures, features, fabric of: no 
architectural merit; and/or no meaning to people; and/or, no 
potential to yield evidence from the past; and/or, no important 
associations. 

Detrimental Buildings, features of buildings or building fabrics that have an 
intrusive character or that are detrimental to the heritage 
significance of a historic building or structure.  

 
 
 

 

Heritage Impact Definitions 
Table 3: Heritage Impact Definitions based on ICOMOS (2011) Guidance 

Impact Grading Built Heritage 

Major Change to key building (or structure) element or fabric that 
contribute to its unique heritage value such that the heritage 
significance is totally changed; or, a comprehensive change to the 
setting  

Moderate Change to key building (or structure) element or fabric that 
contribute to its unique heritage value such that the heritage 
significance is significant modified; or, a change to the setting such 
that it is significantly modified 

Minor Change to key building (or structure) element or fabric that 
contribute to its unique heritage value such that the heritage 
significance is noticeably changed - but not so that the heritage 
significance of the whole is significantly modified; or, a change to 
the setting such that it is noticeably modified but not so that the 
heritage significance of the whole is significantly modified 

Negligible Slight changes to a historic building (or structure) or setting that 
hardly affect it 

No Change No change to structure, fabric or setting. 

Beneficial A change that removes or beneficially enhances an element of 
detrimental and/or neutral element, fabric or setting  
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Significance of Impacts of Heritage Change 
Table 4: Heritage Impact Definitions based on ICOMOS (2011) and NPPF (2019) 
Guidance 

Impact Grading Built Heritage 

Very Large Upper End of Range of ‘Substantial Harm’ to a Heritage Asset – 
Full demolition/comprehensive change  which cannot normally be 
balanced in planning terms by public benefit 

Large/Very large Lower End of Range of ‘Substantial Harm’ to a Heritage Asset – 
Virtually full demolition/comprehensive change which cannot 
normally be balanced in planning terms by public benefit 

Moderate/Large Top end of range of ‘Less than substantial harm’ to the heritage 
significance of a heritage asset and/or its setting – to be weighed 
against the proportionate public benefits of the proposal, including 
securing its optimum viable use. 

Moderate Upper end of range of ‘Less than substantial harm’ to the heritage 
significance of a heritage asset and/or its setting – to be weighed 
against the proportionate public benefits of the proposal, including 
securing its optimum viable use. 

Slight/Moderate Middle of range of ‘Less than substantial harm’ to the heritage 
significance of a heritage asset and/or its setting – to be weighed 
against the proportionate public benefits of the proposal, including 
securing its optimum viable use. 

Slight Lower end of range of ‘Less than substantial harm’ to the heritage 
significance of a heritage asset and/or its setting – to be weighed 
against the proportionate public benefits of the proposal, including 
securing its optimum viable use. 

Neutral/slight Very lower end of range of ‘Less than substantial harm’ to the 
heritage significance of a heritage asset and/or its setting – to be 
weighed against the proportionate public benefits of the proposal, 
including securing its optimum viable use.  

Neutral No significance of impact to heritage asset and/or setting 

Beneficial Beneficial change to heritage asset – which can be delivered 
without any adverse consequences to the heritage significance of a 
heritage asset or its setting  

 

 

 

 

Box 2: NPPF Planning Assessment Process for ‘Substantial Harm’ 

 
NPPF: Para 195. “Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to (or 
total loss of significance of) a designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should 
refuse consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or total loss is 
necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss, or all of 
the following apply: 
a)  the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site; and  
b)  no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term through 
appropriate marketing that will enable its conservation; and 
c)  conservation by grant-funding or some form of not for profit, charitable or public 
ownership is demonstrably not possible; and 
d)  the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into us 
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Heritage Assessment 
Table 5: Matrix showing Evaluation of Significance of Impacts of Change 

Ref. Proposed Change Existing Heritage 
Significance 
Value 

Proposed Works Mitigation Impact Assessment Significance of 
Impact 

 Merfield House 

1 New housing 
development which 
extends to edge of 
settlement to within 
circa 30m of the 
Grade II* Merfield 
House driveway and 
curtilage of the listed 
building.  

Merfield 
House lies in 
the open 
countryside 
surrounded 
by green 
fields  

Medium  New housing will result 
in loss of ‘Country 
House’ character to 
Grade II* listed 
building. 
 

Woodland 
screening and 
leaving gap 
between 
eastern edge 
of driveway 
and edge of 
new 
development 

Adverse change in 
character of ‘countryside 
setting’ 
Moderate Adverse Impact 
 

Moderate 
 

2 Merfield House – new 
development covers 
line of C19 carriage 
drive 

Historic 
route of C19 
driveway 
along 
hedgerow in 
field – not 
clearly 
visible 

Medium New development 
covers line of C19 
carriage drive 

None Loss of historic 
carriageway which 
provides evidence of 
wider landscape design of 
the listed building 
Moderate Adverse Impact 
 

Moderate 

3 Merfield House – loss 
of key area of heritage 
setting and key views 
out from Driveway to 
countryside 

Original 
views still 
visible 

Medium Loss of key area of 
heritage setting and key 
views out from 
Driveway to countryside 

None Loss of original key views 
of driveway approach and 
key areas of land 
providing a gap between 
the listed House curtilage 
and the settlement – 
providing countryside 
setting for the house. 
Moderate Adverse Impact 

Moderate 
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Ref. Proposed Change Existing Heritage 
Significance 
Value 

Proposed Works Mitigation Impact Assessment Significance of 
Impact 

 Merfield House Coach House [Grade II] 

4 New housing 
development in field 
to the north of the 
curtilage of Merfield 
House  

Developmen
t field does 
not make a 
direct 
contribution 
to the setting 
of the listed 
Coach 
House 

Field is 
Negligible 

New Housing 
development on field to 
north 

Woodland 
and planting 
buffer zones 

No direct change in the 
heritage significance of 
the Coach House due to a 
new development to the 
north 
Negligible Impact 

Neutral 

 2 High Street [Grade II] 

5 New housing 
development in field 
on the opposite side of 
the road 

Current 
glimpse 
views of 
open field 
and wider 
landscape 
through lane 
hedgerow. 

Field is 
Medium 
(views and 
presence 
creating rural 
character of 
building) 
 

New housing 
development in field on 
the opposite side of the 
road with some 
woodland screening 

Woodland 
and planting 
buffer zones 

Loss of glimpse views of 
open field  and long views 
of wider countryside. 
Change in character in 
location setting. 
Minor Adverse Impact 
 

Slight 

 Mayfield House and Mill [Grade II] 

6 New housing 
development in field 
on the opposite side of 
the road  

Oblique side 
views of 
open field 
behind 
Merfield 
Lodge – 
creating 
settlement 
edge 
character in 

Low New housing 
development in field on 
the opposite side of the 
road  

Woodland 
and planting 
buffer zones 

Loss of oblique side views 
of open field behind 
Merfield Lodge. Change 
in character in location 
setting. 
Minor Adverse Impact 
 

Neutral/Slight 
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Ref. Proposed Change Existing Heritage 
Significance 
Value 

Proposed Works Mitigation Impact Assessment Significance of 
Impact 

location 
setting. 
 

 Merfield Lodge [Unlisted but “Contributes to Conservation Area”] 

 New housing 
development in field 
on the opposite side of 
the road 

Lodge in 
original 
location and 
setting at 
end of 
carriageway 
drive with 
open field 
providing 
country 
house 
character. 
Lodge would 
have been 
listable if in 
its original 
C19 state. 

Low New housing 
development in field on 
the opposite side of the 
road 

Woodland 
screening and 
location of 
housing 
within 
development 

Loss of historic 
carriageway and open 
view to Merfield House 
in the trees - which 
provides evidence and 
link of the lodge to the 
Main House. 
Major Adverse Impact 

Slight/Moderate 

 Rode Conservation Area 

 New housing 
development in field 
on the edge of 
settlement and 
conservation area  

Open field 
provides 
insight into 
settlement 
location in 
wider 
countryside 
setting – 

High New housing 
development in field on 
the edge of settlement  

Woodland 
buffer 
screening 

Loss of open field means 
that settlement boundary 
is extended into open 
countryside, and views 
and edge of settlement 
character lost to building 
in this area. 
Major Adverse Impact 

Slight/Moderate 
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Ref. Proposed Change Existing Heritage 
Significance 
Value 

Proposed Works Mitigation Impact Assessment Significance of 
Impact 

contributes 
to character 
and 
appearance 
of the 
conservation 
area.  
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Assessment Summary 
5.3 The summary of the assessed Heritage Significance Impacts of the 

proposed housing development on the nearby listed buildings are shown 

below: 

 
Box 3: Summary of Heritage Significance Impacts 

No. of Impacts Impact Definition 

3 Moderate Upper end of range of ‘Less than substantial 
harm’ to the heritage significance of a 
heritage asset and/or its setting – to be 
weighed against the proportionate public 
benefits of the proposal, including securing 
its optimum viable use. 

2 Slight/Moderate Middle of range of ‘Less than substantial 
harm’ to the heritage significance of a 
heritage asset and/or its setting – to be 
weighed against the proportionate public 
benefits of the proposal, including securing 
its optimum viable use. 

1 Slight Lower end of range of ‘Less than substantial 
harm’ to the heritage significance of a 
heritage asset and/or its setting – to be 
weighed against the proportionate public 
benefits of the proposal, including securing 
its optimum viable use. 

1 Neutral/Slight Very lower end of range of ‘Less than 
substantial harm’ to the heritage significance 
of a heritage asset and/or its setting – to be 
weighed against the proportionate public 
benefits of the proposal, including securing 
its optimum viable use. 

1 Neutral No significance of impact to heritage asset 
and/or setting 

 

  

 

5.4 In summary, unfortunately the proposed housing development will result 

in adverse heritage impacts which are assessed as being at the Upper end of 

range of ‘Less than substantial harm’ to the heritage significance of a heritage 

asset and/or its setting. 

 

5.5 No amount of woodland screening or other measures can mitigate for the 

loss of this open field and the views over it to the wider countryside. In 

particular, the proposals would not preserve the special architectural and 

current historic interest of the Grade II* listed Merfield House, and so the 

appeal should be rejected. 
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6.0 ANALYSIS OF COUNCIL’S 

REASONS FOR REFUSAL 
Box 4: Mendip District Council's Reasons for Refusal 

2020/1686/OTS 16th April 2021 
 
1. The development will result in a visual intrusion of housing into the 
open countryside in a location where development of this nature is 
strictly controlled, creating a harmful urbanising impact which does not 
preserve the intrinsic character of the countryside for its own intrinsic 
value and beauty and fails to respect the distinctive local character of the 
area and wider landscape.  The development also creates less than 
substantial harm (at the medium end of the scale) to the setting of 
designated heritage assets, including the nationally important Merfield 
House (Grade II*), Rode Conservation Area and Merfield Lodge.  There 
are no public benefits that outweigh the harm as outlined and the limited 
benefits of bringing forward housing supply (including affordable 
housing) and the limited economic and social benefits for the wider 
community do not in this case outweigh the harm identified.  The 
proposals are therefore contrary to the provisions of Policies DP1, DP3, 
DP4 and DP7 of the Mendip District Local Plan Part 1: Strategy and 
Policies 2006 - 2029 (adopted 15th December 2014), in addition to the 
Rode Neighbourhood Plan, Rode Conservation Area Appraisal and 
Paragraph 11(d) and Parts 2, 15 and 16 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

6.1 The Council has assessed that the development as creating “...less 

than substantial harm (at the medium end of the scale) to the setting of 

designated heritage assets, including the nationally important Merfield House 

(Grade II*), Rode Conservation Area and Merfield Lodge.”   

6.2 My independent heritage assessment concurs with the Council’s  

conclusion. 
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7.0 ANALYSIS OF APPELLANT’S 

REASONS FOR APPROVAL 
 

7.1 The Appellant’s Heritage Consultant’s as Archaeologists rather than Built 

Heritage Specialists, appear to have little understanding of the concept of 

heritage settings within the built heritage environment and historic landscape. 

7.2 This is not unusual as a heritage sector issue. As former Assistant Regional 

Director for Historic England, managing both Archaeologists and Historic 

Building Inspector, I very often came upon this issue. 

7.3 In the proceeding sections I have simply and clearly explained the heritage 

importance of the C19 carriageway and the designed views out across the 

open field to the wider countryside. This premeditated layout is very normal 

for such estate designs. Had the owner not wanted to provide the visitor with 

such views, they would have used the existing hedge-lined lane as a part of 

the approach to their Country House. The lodge and associated drive do not 

provided a  “purely practical” access connected as suggested by the Appellant’s 

Heritage Consultants. There was clearly a design intent. 

7.4 The statements in the following box show that Appellant’s consultants 

lack of any understanding and acceptance of the development and design of 

such historic landscapes.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 5: Appellants Heritage Addendum 

Heritage Addendum 

3.2.4 There is no recorded information to suggest that the application site was 
ever considered or managed to form part of any structured vista to or from the 
house. In 5.6.6 of the HEDBA it is stated that the Tithe records of the parish from 
the mid-19th century shows that some of land within the site was not recorded as 
owned by the Node family, which makes it unlikely to have been considered part of 
the ‘estate’ at that time. The only connection in this context is a purely practical 
one: the construction of the Lodge and drive in the 19th century to serve the 
House. 

4.2.4 It has been demonstrated that the application site never formed part of any 
designed parkland or garden forming part of the setting of the House, and that the 
link between the House and some land within the application area was purely one 
of practical access, since lost. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

8.1 Contrary to the Appellants assertion that “...the proposals will not 

result in harm to the significance of these heritage assets via change within the 

setting of [Merfield House, Coach House; 2 High Street; Meyfield House 

and Mill; the conservation area; and, Meyfield Lodge]”, - there will be 

extensive adverse harm to these heritage assets (with the exception of 

the Coach House). 

8.2 My independent heritage assessment leads me to concur with the 

Council’s  conclusion, that the development would create “...less than 

substantial harm (at the medium end of the scale) to the setting of designated 

heritage assets, including the nationally important Merfield House (Grade II*), 

Rode Conservation Area and Merfield Lodge.” , and in the case of Meyfield 

House it is my professional opinion that it is slightly higher at the upper 

end of the scale. 

 

8.3 In summary, the proposed housing development would lead to 

adverse heritage harm which is not outweighed by public benefit or 

mitigation, and should not be approved.  

 


